


Location  
Cadaqués is a small town in province of Girona 

which belong to 

Catalunya, located at Iberian Peninsula. Town is placed 

in the 

rocky bay and separated by wild mountains . There 

lives about 3000 people.  



Iglesia de Sta. María de Cadaqués 

On a small hill rises the late 

gothic church. Streets 

made of stones polished by 

the sea leads to the church. 



Iglesia de Sta. María de Cadaqués 

23 meter high altar baroque altar and organs  

made by Josep Bosca in the years 1689-1691. 



Rocks Cape 

Meaning: Cadaques - Cap d'Aques – Rocks 
Cape  

In fact, the rocks are an inseparable part of 

the landscape and also a large Cap de Creus 

Nature Park. To get to the town you have to 

pass a steep Streampost. Taking a steep road 

to the harbor town, we have a magnificent 

view of the bay and plenty of white cabins in 

Portlligat fishing district. 





Casa-Museu Salvador Dalí 

In 1930 r. Dali bought a small 

fishing hut. The painter lived with 

his wife Gala. Over the years, it has 

been expanded, transformed, 

merged creating labirynths. The 

building is surrounded by olive  

groves (we can see it at some of 

his artworks). It is a house with 

garden and swimming pool, located 

right by the sea. All rooms have been 

specially decorated. Mirror in 
bedroom 

is placed at an angle to lying in bed in 
so  the artist could enjoy the 

sunrise.  



Outside 
The museum is decorated with the figure of two cracked heads, eggs on 

the towers 

and a composition made of Firelli tires. 



Inside 
Gala collected photos of Salvador with important people (ex. Pope 

John XXIII or General Franco) and glued them on the furniture. 

There are paintings of the master, including those unfinished, the 

realization of his innovative ideas, many beautiful furniture and 

trinkets, stuffed birds and wildlife. 





Memory of Salvador Dali 

(Beach near Riba Nemesi Llorens) 

Natural size monument made of bronze; posters, photos at walls, in 

restaurants etc. 



 

Thanks for watching   
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